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THE PROBLEM
Since 2000 the number of youngsters with mental health problems 
increased enormously (28,000 requests for mental help support in 
FlandeFlanders in 2014) as a result of the complex and stressful world we are 
living in and the quick changes in our society. Public mental care services 
definitely are willing to help those youngsters but they are dealing with 
long waing lists.

THE STRATEGY
TEJO pTEJO provides accessible psychological guidance by professional therapists 
to youngsters between 10 and 20 years old, immediate, anonymous, brief 
and for free. The service covers urgent mental help requests in an early 
stage to prevent escalaon of the situaon. The main goal of the therapy 
is to increase the youngsters’ feeling of competence, enabling them to get 
their problems under control, to make sure that they become resilient and 
feel safe. This brief (limited to 10 sessions), soluon-focused therapy aims 
to build on the qualies and the posito build on the qualies and the posive strength of the youngsters.

THE IMPACT
Ingrid’s counseling model in Antwerp has supported more than 2,500 
youngsters and has engaged 100 volunteers over the last five years. The 
need for this immediate psychological guidance translates itself in other 
cies in Flanders, where local groups have opened a TEJO house in Ronse 
and Gent since autumn 2014. TEJO Mechelen opened its doors in 
February 2015 and TEJO Kempen-Turnhout will start up during autumn of 
this year. More iniaves are under development in other cies in 
Flanders.

SUSTAINABILITY
TEJTEJO maintains services at low cost by relying on a team of professional 
therapists, receponists and administrave staff on a voluntary basis. The 
organizaon is sustained by the city where the TEJO house is established 
and in Antwerp also by the Flemish Government and by the Provincial 
authories. It is also supported by the King Baudouin Foundaon, and 
other private gis.
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